1.1.1.1 Unloading Box from Trailer

1. Put towing vehicle in Neutral.
2. Lift the dump box with the KTI hyd. unit to about a 40 degree angle.

3. Start letting out the winch for the box to slide off slowly, if box does not begin to slide, raise the bed with the KTI hyd. unit a little more. Ensure the trailer rails don’t dig into the ground.
   *WARNING – DO NOT STAND IN FRONT OF TRAILER AS THE TOW VEHICLE WILL START TO MOVE WITH THE TRAILER*

4. Once the box is completely off, pull forward with your towing vehicle to give clearance to unhook the winch cable.
5. Let down the trailer frame and roll up the winch cable.
1.1.1.2 Loading Box on Trailer

1. Back the trailer up to the front of the box.
2. Lift the trailer frame with the KTI hyd. unit all the way up. Make sure the frame rails don't dig into the ground and the box is in line with the trailer.
3. Ensure the frame is in line with the box rails.
4. Hook the winch cable to the front eye loop on the box.
5. Put towing vehicle in Neutral.
6. Start pulling the box up the trailer frame rails with the winch. *WARNING – DO NOT STAND IN FRONT OF TRAILER AS THE TOW VEHICLE WILL START TO MOVE WITH THE TRAILER*
7. As your pulling the box up, lower the trailer frame to stay in line with the rails of the box. (If the winch stalls while pulling up the box, lift the trailer frame up a little)
8. Make sure to pull the box all the way up onto the trailer frame stop before lowering the trailer frame onto the crossmembers of the trailer.

9. Check that the box is securely on the trailer frame at the front and rear of the box.